The Oliver Group announces further expansion of its European Union
operations
PAWCATUCK, CT — February 4, 2008 —The Oliver Group, an internationally recognized leader
in data acquisition, media restoration and conversion, today announced further expansion of its
European Union operations.
Having realized significant revenue growth from its United Kingdom and Western European
operations over the last two years, The Oliver Group is expanding its office and media processing
center in London, England, to facilitate additional support for the burgeoning EU electronic
discovery market. This significant increase in operational capacity will enable The Oliver Group
to deliver the full range of services currently offered in the US, as well as provide improved data
throughput and turnaround times for its clients.
“We are pleased to be able to support our clients more seamlessly within the EU and US by
offering more options for how, and where, their electronic discovery projects are managed and
supported,” said Dean Felicetti, partner at The Oliver Group. “Given the current economic climate
and increase in global litigation and associated electronic discovery matters, we expect our
services and those of our partners to be in greater demand over the coming years.”
In addition to its traditional data acquisition, forensic and media restoration services, The Oliver
Group has added high speed deduplication, culling and search capabilities to enhance its
portfolio of services. Building upon its reputation for delivering high quality data and outstanding
customer service, these additional capabilities will enable The Oliver Group to better support
large scale projects throughout the world.
About The Oliver Group
The Oliver Group is an independently owned, internationally recognized leader in litigation and
compliance support, providing expert services in data acquisition, forensics and media
restoration. The Oliver Group's ability to extract and process data using both native and nonnative methods lends itself to small complex matters, as well as high volume restoration and
conversion projects. With a focus on data integrity and security, The Oliver Group maintains
flexibility across platforms and output formats, and has managed projects for some of the most
significant litigation and compliance matters around the world. For more information, visit
www.the-olivergroup.com or call 860-599-9760.
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